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Welcome to this month's e-newsletter! Thank you for reading, and for being part of the
Zoom family, opening minds and hearts through travel, while having an incredible time
doing so.

"Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and narrow-mindedness," Mark Twain

Visit our Website

Zoom Egypt Photos

Our Zoom Vacations tours to Egypt have been so
popular, that they have sold out, encouraging us
to add additional Egypt tours running back-to-
back. Why so popular? Firstly, Egypt is just a
spectacular destination, with some of the world's
most captivating and at times unbelievab le
treasures.
Then there is the fact that Zoom Vacations' tour
is, well, pretty darn amazing. We have our own
beautiful boat on the Nile, and stay in the best
hotels in Cairo and Giza.
Like all Zoom Vacations tours, our welcome and
farewell dinners are truly spectacular events, and
our guide is one of the country's best
Egyptologists! This is a tour where the photos
simply do not do it justice.
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See the Photos

Sign up for next year's tour, October 6-14, 2019

Announcing Zoom Puglia

Affectionately referred to as the heel of Italy’s
“boot,” Puglia is known for its whitewashed hill
towns, ancient farmland, delicious cuisine, and
hundreds of miles of Mediterranean coastline. 

It is in Puglia where one can achieve the “old
world” experience one often sees in movies. The
pasta at even the most casual restaurants is
handmade, wines are crafted with pride and care,
the mozzarella is perfection, and thousand year
old olive groves create olives, the likes of which
you may not have ever tasted.

Zoom Vacations' tour to Puglia has a definite food
and wine focus, but of course we will also visit
the most important sites in the region, while
staying in beautiful hotels.

We have also cooked up a few Zoom surprises
for this tour that will make it a trip you will never
forget!

Learn more about this trip

Featured Traveler: Marianne, from
Chicago

Marianne has heard about the travel experiences
at Zoom Vacations for years from friends and
family. We assured her that as an accepting,
open-minded straight woman she would feel
welcome on our tours. In fact, we have long
believed that the more diverse our groups are,
the better the trip becomes. 

One of the most important tenants of Zoom
Vacations tour is that all guests feel comfortable
being themselves. Marianne is the perfect
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example of someone who is most happy when
she is connecting with those around her, and
encouraging others to live their best life. She
recently spoke to us about her experience in
Egypt with Zoom Vacations.

Zoom: How was it, traveling as a straight woman
with a bunch of gay men?

Marianne: I LOVED being one of two women on
this trip. Such a diverse group of men from
various places including London, Canada, New
York and Atlanta to name a few. All professional
with great personalities. 

Zoom: Did you feel welcome? 

Marianne: Absolutely. Everyone was extremely
friendly. We all got along. I made new friends and
am looking to connect with a few when I’m
visiting their city.

Zoom: What made you want to go to Egypt?

Marianne: I knew it would be a once-in-a-lifetime
experience. Going with Zoom Vacations is like
traveling with the stars...everything is top notch,
plus having an Egyptologist with us to educate us
on everything we saw was amazing. 

Read on

Zooming with Bryan

The Next Travel Hot Spot: Cambodia

One of the most often-asked questions I get
about travel is what is the next global hot
spot. Different variables come into play in
determining what makes a location suddenly
“hot”. For instance, after “The Lord of the Rings”,
New Zealand took center stage of places to
visit. Croatia has been hot hot hot for several
years, and this was even before “Game of
Thrones” started filming. 

Largely it was due to yachting culture, as island-
hoppers discovered the beautiful costal towns of
Dubrovnik and Hvar (not islands, but still), and
you know how it goes: the rich and famous start
spreading the word that Hvar, Croatia is the place
to be, and then voila!

A destination can also become a global hot spots
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for niche interests. For instance Peru had been a
popular destination for decades due to Machu
Picchu, but when Lima’s culinary scene started to
really take off and became known throughout the
world, foodies from around the world took notice
of Peru as having much more to offer than Machu
Picchu. Speaking of niche travel, Rio de Janeiro,
Sao Paulo, and Florianopolis became especially
popular for the gay community after the dance
club, “The Week” revolutionized the gay club
scene in Brazil. Of course people flock to Brazil
for its beaches, food, and beautiful people, but
these clubs were so sexy and innovative,
boasting swimming pools, the best DJs, and
state-of-the-art sound systems, that gay men
from around the world prioritized Brazil on their
travel schedules.

Sometimes a fabulous new hotel can give a city
its cache, such as in the case of the Faena Hotel
and Universe in Buenos Aires.

So all of this brings me to my prediction for the
next global travel hot spot: Cambodia. Kind of like
Machu Picchu in Peru, for years people have
visited Cambodia mainly to experience the
ancient Angkor compound, and with good
reason: it’s spectacular. However, hotels, resorts,
and famous chefs have taken notice and have
started much investment into this incredible
country. On my last visit to Cambodia, I met
several people who were touring the country with
no plan to visit Angkor at all. I was astounded, but
in retrospect, I shouldn’t have been too
surprised. Every year the restaurant offerings
throughout Cambodia have gotten better and
better, and these days the hotels are truly
magnificent. There is a new resort being built in
Cambodia that is supposed to be the most
expensive property in SouthEast Asia!

You heard it here first, and I predict you will start
hearing about it even more now. Cambodia is hot
hot hot.

Read about our tour to Vietnam and Cambodia

Zooming with Joel

Egypt is Back and Better Than Ever

Three years ago Zoom Vacations made the decision to
go back to Egypt. It had been six years after the last
Zoom Egypt tour, and the Arab Spring which scared
everyone off from visiting this magical country. It had
been long enough and we knew it was time to go back
to rediscover a land that has been part of all of our
history for thousands of years. 

On our first return in 2016 the trip sold out quickly by
guests who understood it was safe to return, and once
in Egypt we were welcomed by all Egyptians; the
Christian Brotherhood was gone; and Egyptians were
hungry to see tourists again. Hotels were running 20%
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occupancy, and flights were half empty. The Nile was a
quiet oasis or at times a parking lot of empty river
cruises. 

Our group marveled at the ancient sites, alone, and all
to ourselves. We were thrilled to be the only ones
there, no lines, no crowds, enjoying all the beauty to
ourselves. But at the same time it was sad that the
locals were unemployed and really suffering from the
lack of tourism. Then in 2017 Zoom Vacations
returned. We offered a tour, and it quickly sold out, so
we offered a second, which sold out, and then a third,
with sold out! This time things seemed busier; the
hotels and flights were slightly fuller; the Nile boat
traffic seamed to be a bit more brisk. 

Read on
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